FIG. 103 QUoinING (CORNER DETAILING)

NOTES:

1. Quoining may be acheived using various different set cuts, a selection of which are shown.

2. Several different methods can be used including contrasting bricks, either colour or texture, natural stone such as Hinuera, Granite, Basalt, Oamaru or a Concrete/Plaster finish.

3. Quoins can be flush with the veneer on the wall or corbelled out 20mm. A 90mm brick can be used. Natural stone can be cut to 90mm, although it is possible to glue on 20-30mm thick quoins as slips.

4. The 40mm cavity may be infringed provided the supporting framing is completely protected from moisture using a polythene membrane or sheet material.

5. Quoining may be corbelled in to provide a negative detail.

6. If large quoining is planned ensure the home commands this size of detailing.